BLOOD DRINKING ADDICTION RECOVERY PROCESS
I am a Christian and I do not drink blood. But when I was much younger I did know some people in
secret Luciferian cults. Most serious Luciferians don't drink blood in an addictive way. But there is a
minority of Luciferian cult members who do have a problem with this. This essay is not a joke and I am not
being sarcastic. This is not some type of psy-op. Nor is this disinformation. This is important information
that some people need.
Not all blood drinkers are addicts. For some, blood drinking is an experimental fad; a way to assume
what they think of as a hip-vampire attitude. For some occultists, blood drinking is done in moderation and
infrequently; in their case it is part of a magical working or an initiation ritual. In the case of these Faddists
and Occultists, the acquiring of blood is not done in a way that kills anyone or causes permanent damage.
In fact such persons may use their own blood. And this type of faddism or occultism doesn't usually lead to
addictive behavior.
However some people are addicted to drinking blood. There are three types of blood drinking addicts:
Persuaders, Sippers, and Harvesters.
Persuaders are blood drinkers who talk other people into letting them drink some of their blood. This is a
consensual donation of blood. Usually this is a small amount of blood, acquired through a syringe or
careful cutting. But there can be problems with this. The Persuader may only ask for small amounts of
blood at first, but if the Donator gives them blood, that may not be the end of it. The Persuader may want
more and more over time. The Persuader may become demanding, manipulative and even threatening if
blood donations are denied. Sometimes Persuaders use sexual seduction as a way of persuading the
Donator into giving blood. Often, recreational drugs are involved. The Persuader usually has some type of
odd philosophical explanation about why he or she wants the blood. But really this is a form of mental
neurosis. And it does have the potential to get out of hand and lead to criminal violence.
Sippers will abduct a victim and keep them alive, but force them to give blood. Often they will terrorize or
torture the victim prior to taking blood to be drunk. Sippers tend to take as much blood as they can without
killing the victim. Sometimes they pretend to be nurturing after they get the blood and try to help the victim
to recover. But this is just so that more blood can be milked from the victim later. Eventually victims do get
sick from all this and die. Then the Sipper will look for a new victim.
Harvesters kill their victims in the process of harvesting their blood. The pattern of the Harvester is to
stalk, abduct, torture, and then harvest the blood. They may store some of the blood they harvest in
refrigerators to be later consumed over a period of time. Some Harvester are professionals who acquire
blood to sell to other blood drinkers. Harvesters are the most violent of blood drinkers. Both Sippers and
Harvesters are dangerous and violent criminals. Most of what this report addresses is the problems with
Sippers and Harvesters.
I want to discern the difference between myth and reality when it comes to blood drinkers. During
Halloween children dress up like vampires for fun. Movies make vampirism seem glamorous. These
mythological vampires which exist in children's imaginations and Hollywood's entertainment are fictional.
However there is nothing funny or glamorous about blood drinkers in the real world. The reality of blood
drinking addiction is disturbing.
I'm assuming in this report that you have some idea of what the Illuminati is. I would define the Illuminati
as a collection of secret societies that serve the interests of the wealthiest 1% of our global community.
This is the hidden hand of the global plutocracy. You should know that I have some ongoing insider
information from sources within the Illuminati. Also when I was younger I knew people who were in some of
these Luciferian secret societies. I am not a member of the Illuminati, but I had some older relatives who
were. I know from personal research as well as Illuminati insider reports what this phenomenon of blood
drinking is actually all about. So understand that what I'm telling you now is not theoretical. But this is
information that you're not going to get from mainstream news sources.
First off, my sources have told me that there is going to be a change in the top leadership of the Illuminati
on November 8th, 2013. You should understand that this is not unusual. They rotate through leaders on a
regular basis. The Illuminati system is complex, and there are many interconnected circles of power. The
highest circle of power has several hundred powerful persons in it. But there is always one group of people
at the top of this circle. This uppermost elite council always consists of from around fifteen to seventeen
people, with one leader at the very top. When this change does takes place, in a silent ceremony the old
leader steps down and the new one ascends to power to wear the robes of ultimate authority. The same

generational families of great wealth are still in charge no matter who the new leader is. Those who ascend
into the top positions are always high ranking insiders who have been trained for these leadership positions
since birth. But changes in leadership sometimes can be quite significant. What I've been told by insiders is
that the new leader that is about to ascend to this top position intends to quietly do something about the
problem of blood drinking addiction among these Luciferian cults. Before I explain the coming changes, I
think I need to cover some basics.
I think I should make it clear that the notion that modern people might engage in cannibalistic rituals is
not far fetched. Cannibalism has taken place throughout the history of the world in many different regions.
Human sacrifice rituals performed by a ruling elite can be found throughout history. And this isn't just in
ancient times. There are some well known blood drinkers from the not too distant past found among
European royalty. The Blood Countess, Elizabeth Bathory and Vlad the Impaler are known to history. When
a high degree Mason is initiated, he drinks blood from a human skull. And consider the peculiar rituals of
the prominent Skull and Bones society. The Satanist Anton LeVay held a public event back in the sixties
where he invited spectators to eat human flesh; he claimed that he had acquired this flesh from a legal
medical source. And of course, there are sensationalized accounts to be found in contemporary news
stories of deranged serial killers some of whom are blood drinkers or cannibals. No one can deny that
blood drinking does take place. All I am telling you is that it is more widespread than what you have been
lead to believe--and that it is much better organized than what you could probably imagine.
Often times blood drinking has been justified by cultic religious doctrine. The devotees of mystery
religions in the ancient world actually believed that blood had mystical powers. They believed that drinking
the blood of a person who had been ritualistically sacrificed would give them that person's life forces. So,
for mystical reasons, they thought that drinking blood could make them stronger and live longer.
However, medical science can dispel mystical notions and explain what is really going on. Modern day
scientists understand that adrenaline can act like a drug. For example, even if you are someone who would
never drink human blood, you may be unwittingly addicted to consuming animal meat which contains
adrenaline. Unless you're a life long vegetarian, you've probably eaten adrenalized animal meat. The
animals in most slaughter houses are terrified in the process of being killed for butchering. Thus their
bodies become filled with adrenaline. When you eat such meat you are consuming adrenaline. And
although you may not realize this, when you consume adrenaline, you become influenced by it. It may
make you feel stronger, but it probably also makes you feel more aggressive. I've often noticed that
persons who eat adrenalized meat act out their anger following a meal. This phenomena is similar to what
steroids do, only to a lesser degree. And many ordinary people become unconsciously addicted to eating
adrenalized animal meat.
Drinking adrenalized human blood does the same thing, only it is a stronger version of this addiction. And
this problem exists among some wealthy Satanic cults, as well as some solo practitioners. I am not saying
that all Satanists drink blood, but some do. Most Satanists keep their religion a secret from the public.
There are many more Satanists in the world than what the general public imagines. For most serious
Satanists, blood drinking addiction is not the norm--it is a phenomenon found only among a minority.
So having said that, let me put this problem of human-blood drinking into a realistic perspective. Not
everyone in the wealthiest 1% of Americans is a member of a Luciferian secret society. But Luciferian
secret societies do exist among the wealthy. The function of these secret societies is to covertly promote
the advantage of the wealthiest 1% over less wealthy persons. These secret societies act often in criminal
ways to make sure that this wealthy class has an unfair economic advantage over the rest of us. So
Luciferian secret societies members are an influential minority among this wealthiest 1%. And these secret
societies have existed for hundreds of years. They are traitors to the United States of America because
they secretly oppose the Constitution and plot to destroy the sovereignty of our nation. Their loyalty is not
to our nation but to a New World Order global plutocracy that intends to announce itself when it is too
powerful to be resisted.
Not all members of these Luciferian secret societies are hardcore Satanists. Most are involved just
because it gives them financial advantage. Many dilettante Luciferians are dabblers in the occult, but don't
really practice Satanism. However, hardcore Satanists are often very good at being effective criminals. This
is because they aren't limited by the morality of mundane society. Therefore, hardcore Satanists are an
influential minority among these Luciferian Secret societies.
Not all hardcore Satanists are addicted to drinking blood. In fact, the most serious and traditional of

Satanists have no need for bloody rituals. Blood drinking addicts are a minority among Satanists. So when
I talk about wealthy blood drinking addicts--I am talking about a minority, within a minority, within a minority,
within a minority.
However, presently there are more 313 million people in the USA; 1% of the overall population is still
more than three million people. There are at least hundreds of thousands of members in Luciferian secret
societies in the USA. Depending upon how you define a Luciferian, you might place that number as more
than a million. These secret society members have varying degrees of involvement and understanding of
their movement. Not all Satanists are criminals, but some are. One element of this overall Luciferian
movement are criminal enforcers, many of whom are very serious about their Satanic religion. And so the
criminal Satanists in these secret societies number at least in the tens of thousands. And among them
there are varying degrees of commitment and understanding of Satanism. Satanic blood drinkers are a
clique that exists within this overall Satanic religion. So I am still talking about thousands of persons who
are well organized blood drinkers. And this is just in this country alone. At the Mothers of Darkness castle in
Belgium, human-blood drinking rituals take place on a regular basis. So you need to understand that blood
drinking isn't just a rare phenomenon.
What I am telling you now is not a fantasy story--this is not a myth--this is not an urban legend. This is
what is really going on in the real world now. Well organized cult members systematically abduct people,
torture them to adrenalize their blood, harvest that blood and then drink it. And some of these cult members
are addicted to drinking adrenalized human blood in the same way that a cocaine addict is addicted to
cocaine. I have been inform by insiders who have direct knowledge of this phenomenon. I've heard that
adrenalized animal blood is considered less desirable than the adrenalized blood from a child. Therefore
human children are often targeted by these Satanic blood drinkers. So this is a very serious problem.
Furthermore, dealing with the wealthy members of these secret Satanic cults is not so easy. They are
often politically connected. Many of these wealthy blood drinking addicts feel that they are above the law.
The leaders of the Illuminati have no intention of trying to punish the blood drinking addicts among their
ranks. After all, many Luciferians have at least dabbled with drinking human blood in occult rituals. So they
are not going to punish their own kind.
Nevertheless, the Illuminati's global leaders are aware of this problem. Furthermore, Illuminati strategy
demands that the Illuminati remain invisible until which time it has complete control over the world. I know
that some high ranking Illuminati leaders have become concerned that blood drinking has gotten so out of
hand. Many people, including many children, have been abducted for this purpose. And such large
numbers of people are disappearing that it's creating public awareness. So the normally clueless general
public is beginning to take notice. Therefore, this incoming grand leader of the Illuminati has become
concerned. I've been informed that she feels that human-blood drinking addiction may come to threaten
the Illuminati's policy of invisibility; she intends to do something to deal with it.
Therefore, the ruling council of the Illuminati have developed a secret program to help those blood
drinkers in their membership to recover from this addiction. This secret program is only for officially initiated
members of the Illuminati. This is like a drug addiction program, only for blood drinkers. This recovery
program is run by Illuminati psychiatrists. They have based this blood drinking recovery program on other
types of recovery programs that are known to the public--such as drug recovery programs or recovery
programs for sex addicts. In some heroin addiction recovery programs, substitute drugs like methadone
have been used to try to get heroin addicts to back away from their addiction. One technique that these
Illuminati psychiatrists use to treat an addict who drinks human blood to get the addict to switch over to
drinking adrenalized goat's blood instead.
Personally I've never drunk human blood, but I did drink adrenalized goat's blood once many years ago.
This was not part of an occult ritual, it was just out of curiosity. I can tell you from personal experience that
it did give me an adrenaline rush. Nevertheless, in those days, when I was young, I preferred the type of
adrenaline rush that came from risk taking. Back then I liked to do things like rock climbing or speeding
down a hill on a skateboard. I considered that type of adrenaline rush to be more honest. But I do
understand how drinking human blood can become addictive. Think about how some daredevils become
addicted to the adrenaline rush from dangerous stunts.
However, there is an important difference between blood drinking and daredevil stunts. Daredevil stunts
may be foolish, but drinking human blood is morally wrong. I strongly believe that people shouldn't do it.
The human lives that are taken in doing this are people who are missed by their loved ones. This is

especially true of children. I feel sad and disturbed when I think of all the parents who have lost a beloved
child and spent years wondering what happened to him or her. The harvesting of human blood must stop.
I also feel sad and disturbed when I think about those who have become dehumanized by Satanic ritual
childhood abuse. This type of abuse may involve torture, sexual molestation, and the witnessing of animal
sacrifice. From personal experience I know that there are many ways to torture a child which doesn't leave
physical scars. This type of ritual abuse is common in some Luciferian secret societies. Some of these
abused children grow up to become the adult members of Satanic cults. Some of these child abuse victims
are not recruited into a cult, but become solo practitioners of Satanism. Whether or not they join a cult or
remain isolated practitioners, many of these abused children grow up to become violent adults. Some of
these Satanists actually think that it's OK for them to torture a child to death and harvest that child's blood
for drinking. This is what comes from generational abuse.
As a child, I was subjected to Satanic Ritual Abuse, but I never joined a Satanic cult. Nor did I become a
solo practitioner. Eventually I did become a Christian. Yet I am not here to make self-righteous
condemnations. But I do want to convey that I have some understanding for those abused children who
have grown up to become Satanists. What I have to say with all sincerity is this. It is possible for the blood
drinking addicts to back away from this degrading habit. When I was younger, I did know some Satanists
who had issues with blood drinking addiction, and they were able to quit. I know that they did feel better
about their lives after they quit. So I am willing to share some information here that may be useful in
helping those who are addicted to blood drinking. If you are a blood drinker, this information may help you
to stop.
Of course, some of you who are reading this report may not fully understand the nature of the Illuminati.
And you may wonder why I just don't take this issue to the legal authorities. All I can tell you is that I know
a great deal about how the Illuminati really operates, and the Illuminati at the present time has control over
the legal authorities. Someday this will change, and humanity will be freed from the Illuminati, but now they
are the most powerful group of people in the world. A former FBI special agent named Ted Gunderson was
able to figure out that Satanic cults did exist and that some of them were performing human sacrifice. He
tried to inform the authorities, and they ignored him in spite of all of his evidence. He also tried to take this
information to the public and was ridiculed as a conspiracy theorist. He was a true American hero because
of his efforts. And there are others, like the journalist John Zielinski, who still try to inform the public and to
get the legal authorities involved. But those of us who have tried to publicly speak about this issue have
been marginalized. I've talked about this subject a number of times on the radio--but have always been
ultimately dismissed as a conspiracy theorist.
But I'm not bitter about this. There is a prayer that has helped me to deal with this. It's known as the
Serenity prayer. "God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change
the things I can and the wisdom to know the difference." Keeping this in mind. I accept that I cannot, at this
time, change the fact that the authorities in our federal government are being manipulated by the Illuminati.
I cannot, at this time, change the fact that the Illuminati will not police their own members as regards this
issue. However, I know that some blood drinking addicts do desire to quit, and I can encourage them to do
so by sharing some information.
First off, I want to address those blood drinking addicts who are not initiated members of the Illuminati.
You are not under the control of the Illuminati, you are not in the service of the Illuminati and therefore you
are not under the protection of the Illuminati. Furthermore, my insider contacts within the Illuminati have
told me that the Illuminati sees you as a problem. By drinking animal blood or human blood you are
drawing public attention to the fact that Satanists exist in large numbers. It's a myth of the mass media that
Satanism is a small religion that only exists only among a tiny number of eccentrics. However the reckless
blood drinking habits of non-Illuminati Satanists are threatening that carefully created myth. So the
Illuminati now considers that you non-Illuminati blood drinkers to be a problem to be eliminated. You are
now fair game, and it is open season for any Illuminati Satanic covens that desire to hunt you.
Although I am not an ally of the Illuminati, I will share this warning with you. I am not making a personal
threat to you, but I do know the intentions of those who are a threat to you. This is probably the only
warning you will get. I suggest you take it seriously. The fact that you are a fellow Satanist will not keep the
members of Illuminati Satanic covens from hunting you down and killing you. This is instant karma, so to
speak. If you aren't an officially initiated Illuminati member, you don't have permission from the Illuminati to
drink blood. If you don't stop now, they will hunt you down, torture you and drink your blood. If they decide

that your blood is unworthy of being drunk, they will torture you to death in an extreme way--just for their
amusement. So if you have any wisdom at all, you will now make the decision to never drink blood again.
So having received this sincere warning, you should know that there are certain techniques that will help
in the recovery from your addiction. First let's talk about prayer. If you are a Satanist, and you have faith in
Satan, your prayers to Satan will help you in your recovery. I'm a Christian, and I'd prefer that you
renounce Satan and become baptized as a Christian. But I'm also a realist. I know that many Satanists
enjoy being Satanists and have no intention of changing faiths. So consider this. Traditional Satanism
doesn't require you to drink blood. Those Satanic rituals which most open an adept to Satan's power never
require blood drinking. If you don't know this, you don't know anything about traditional Satanism. Although
I'm not a Satanist, when I was younger I knew a Satanist of great authority. What he explained to me was
that blood rituals aren't for the benefit of Satan. The fallen Prince of this world causes wars to take place
and other catastrophes. He takes human lives by the hundreds of thousands and by the millions. He does
not crave the petty sacrifices of a few mere humans or animals. Satan performs his own blood rituals on a
monumental scale. What Satan wants from his followers are your souls. Therefore blood sacrifices aren't
required in the authentic worship of Satan. I'll explain more about this point later.
Secondly, you need to know that adrenalized blood addiction is not exactly the same as addiction to
alcohol or heroin. If you suddenly stop drinking alcohol or taking heroin, you will go into physical
withdrawal--the convulsions of which can possibly kill you. So to quit alcohol or heroin cold turkey without
medical supervision is risky. But this isn't the case in withdrawing from adrenalized blood. You can stop
drinking blood cold turkey and it won't kill you. You may feel a sense of loss when you quit, but it doesn't
make you physically ill to quit. Remember that the vampire movies have little to do with reality. Movie
vampires need blood to survive but you don't. If you are drinking human blood, it would be an improvement
to switch over to animal blood because it is less immoral to kill animals than to kill innocent human beings.
But you don't have to drink any type of blood at all. It won't physically hurt you to just quit all blood drinking
altogether. However, withdrawal from blood drinking is difficult for reasons of emotional dependency. So a
blood drinking addict who quits cold turkey may feel stressed out and anxious.
Because of this emotional dependency upon blood drinking, there is always the possibility of relapse
after you stop. This is why that when you quit cold turkey you need to stay away from all adrenaline
consumption. Adrenaline is found in most animal meat. Eating adrenalized animal meat might tempt you to
relapse. Becoming a vegetarian for a while is a good idea. Also know that Kosher meat is adrenaline free,
so if you feel you need to eat meat, only eat Kosher meat. If you are a deer hunter, and you kill a deer
cleanly with your first shot, without startling it, then such meat also won't be adrenalized.
So remember that sincere prayer to a higher power that you believe in as well as cold turkey withdrawal
are the two keys to recovery. But I know that it can be more complicated than that. It's hard to give up
something that you've become dependent upon. Having others you can talk to about your recovery may
help. Because blood drinking is a very personal and private thing, finding someone you can trust to talk
with may be difficult. But one thing you can do is journalling. Even if nobody else reads your journal, at
least you are giving your desire for recovery a voice. Furthermore, killing human beings or even animals for
the purpose of drinking their blood is illegal--and obviously you know that. I'm just acknowledging that
talking about your feelings during your recovery can be problematic, but you do need to find a way to do
this.
Many years ago I knew a man who was cross addicted to drinking adrenalized goat's blood and alcohol
both. When he quit drinking goat's blood, he quit drinking alcohol at the same time. When he went to A.A.
meetings he would talk honestly about his difficulties in recovery from his addiction, but he didn't share the
fact that one aspect of his addiction was blood drinking. I remember that he told me that these A.A.
meetings were a necessary source of emotional support during his recovery. Many blood drinking addicts
are cross-addicted to controlled substances. If you've thought about going into a drug recovery program,
now is the time to do this. So when you talk at meetings about your recovery from cross-addiction, the
other addicts there may not realize that you're really also talking about your blood drinking addiction. So
this could be one way that you could talk honestly about your feelings with others.
Many blood drinking addicts have difficulty with feeling empathy for other human beings. But the more
you can develop empathy for other human beings, the less likely you are to kill human beings for
something as petty as drinking their blood. I was subjected to Satanic Ritual Abuse as a child. I grew up as
someone who felt very little empathy for other people. I also had a lot of repressed anger. And when I did

let go, and finally express this anger, I tended to be hurtful to others. I didn't commit violent acts, but I was
verbally abusive. Eventually I did learn to deal with my anger and to feel empathy for others. So I do
understand the issue of not feeling empathy for others. One technique I learned was to build up empathy in
small ways. Over time I learned that it felt good to be able to feel empathy for other people.
If you are a Satanist, but you're not an initiated member of a Satanic coven, you might feel that you are
unique in your beliefs as a Satanist. I suggest that you not cherish your sense of uniqueness. What you
have to realize is that no matter how far you have gone into the darkness, you are still a member of
humanity. For me, converting to Christianity helped me to feel connected to humanity again. Whatever path
you choose to take, you need to develop a positive spirituality. Becoming a part of any group of people
whom you can relate to is necessary to feeling human again. And feeling human is necessary to recovery
from any addiction.
There is something else I'd like to mention which relates to this point. Part of the adrenaline rush of blood
drinking is the stalking of your victims. I know that some blood drinkers are as addicted to the stalking
rituals as they are the blood. Part of the stalking ritual is to dehumanize the potential victim in your mind.
This is really a way of denying empathy. Nevertheless, it is natural to feel empathy for others and unnatural
to deny empathy. Fear is the barrier that blocks your feelings of empathy. At the core of your desire to
commit violent acts, there is an unacknowledged fear. You were abused as a child, and the way you dealt
with your fear then was to identify with your abuser. Now as an adult, you are unconsciously afraid to not
identify with your abuser. Your inner child is your true emotional self. You need to tell your inner child that
that abuser from the past is not really here anymore. As an adult you've allowed yourself to adopt the
personality of the abuser who hurt you as a child. Now that you are an adult you can reject the personality
of that abuser who once hurt you. In this way you will protect your inner child. You can reclaim the human
emotions that you had to disconnect from as a child. In doing this you will learn to feel empathy for others.
And in doing so, you will overcome your desire to stalk people and commit acts of violence against them. It
may make you feel powerful to be the one who commits the act of violence instead of being the victim. But
you aren't really powerful when you commit such acts. It may seem illogical to say this, but the truth is that
you are really powerless when you commit violent acts. This is because when you act out violently you are
actually being controlled by your unconscious memories of childhood abuse. You simply do not have to be
driven by subconscious fears anymore. It does take courage to give up violence. This really is a choice you
do have the power to make.
This issue of childhood abuse brings up another point. I'd also like to address the issue of multiple
personalities. If you were completely suffering from multiple personality syndrome, you wouldn't have any
awareness of your other personality. However, some victims of childhood abuse suffer from a less extreme
type of split personality. It may be that you feel as if you have two personalities, but they aren't completely
separate. You may be aware of your publicly accepted persona as well as your secret personality. If your
secret personality is that of a serial killer and blood drinker, and you can consciously recall this fact, mental
illness is not a legal excuse for your violence. So carefully consider if you can consciously recall the blood
drinking ritual. If you can remember the stalking, abducting, torturing, killing and harvesting of blood--then
your personalities aren't completely split. I'm not trying to trivialize this phenomena. This is really a serious
mental health issue, and if you are willing to do so you should seek appropriate mental healthcare. I would
strongly encourage you to do that. As long as you are not a violent threat to others, your mental health
therapist is ethically obligated to maintain confidentiality. You may even find that it is a good idea to turn
yourself over to the legal authorities. You should do whatever is necessary to stop your violent behavior.
You will feel better when you do finally stop.
However, realistically I know that not all blood drinking addicts are willing to go into therapy. However,
there is one known technique that may help you if you do have a problem with split personalities. Do you
have periods of time in which you can't remember what you've done? If so, this is something that can help
you with the missing time problem. Start keeping a detailed journal of everything you do everyday. Be sure
to keep dates and times. This is one method that can help you to stay centered in your non-violent
personality that wants to recover from blood drinking addiction. The more intensely you are committed to
keeping a detailed and accurate journal of this sort, the more likely you are to keep your blood drinking
personality from hijacking your behavior. When you quit drinking blood, you may feel an internal conflict
between your recovery personality and your blood drinking personality. Your blood drinking personality may
try to come up with various excuses to justify a relapse into blood drinking. You need to reject this type of

thinking when it comes up.
I know from my conversations with recovering blood drinkers that one common excuse for relapsing is
the idea that blood rituals are necessary to Satanism. Although I'm not a Satanist, I'd like to talk a little bit
about why blood rituals aren't necessary to Satanism. As I've said, I've known Satanists who are
authoritative in their knowledge of traditional Satanic practices. I know that any true adept would agree with
what I have said about blood rituals. Satan, Prince of Darkness, is so powerful in himself that he does not
want or need your blood rituals. Where some Satanists get confused about this is that the lesser demons
do want the blood rituals. So think about this. If you wanted something from a business man, would you
negotiate with him directly or waste time making your case to his underling? If you are a true Satanist, you
can bypass all the lesser demons and communicate directly with Satan himself through sincere prayer. The
lesser demons might try to trick you into thinking you need them, but you don't. Satan has authority over all
demons.
But some occultists get hung up with demonism anyway. I have known some Luciferian occultists who
think that they need to use blood rituals to invoke demons. Having invoked the demon with a blood ritual,
they then command it to do their bidding. This is what some who study the Keys of Solomon attempt to do.
But that type of ritual magic is really just for dilettante occult dabblers. If you really are a Satanist who
seeks to become a true adept, all you have to do is to surrender your will to Satan and he will command
the demons to give you any worldly power that does not conflict with his plans. So all the nonsense of
invoking demons is unnecessary. The most powerful Satanists work directly with Satan, and as I've
explained, he has no use for your petty blood rituals. I'm not trying to encourage you to become a Satanist.
I would prefer that you convert to another religion. But I'm just pointing out that even if you are serious
about being a Satanist, you don't have to drink blood.
Also I suggest that you motivate yourself to quit blood drinking and maintain your recovery by realizing
that my warning about what the Illuminati intends to do with blood drinkers is a valid warning. If you aren't
in the Illuminati, don't think that you are so clever that you can conceal your blood drinking habits from the
Illuminati. You may be able to deceive the mundane police departments. But the Illuminati have Satanists
who are masters of the high occultic arts. In other words, certain high ranking Satanists do have some
psychic abilities. You can't hide from them. They can use their psychic powers to sense the location of
unauthorized blood drinkers. And if it seems unlikely to you that some people have psychic abilities, think
again. The basics of psychic ability are revealed in ancient Hermetic texts. And modern remote viewing
practice operates on the same principles. The skeptics who deny the reality of psychic ability are just
putting out disinformation. So if you are still drinking blood past the date of November 8th, 2013--you are
going to eventually show up on the psychic radar of the Illuminati.
Furthermore, if you want to continue blood drinking by joining up with the Illuminati, think again. The idea
that it's easy to join them is a myth. The fact is that the real Illuminati doesn't accept applications for
membership. If they want you they will contact you. And they won't be some cheesy small time group of
occultists. There are some groups who claim to be the Illuminati when in actuality they aren't. The real
Illuminati are hugely wealthy, and if they contact you, you will know that it is them. However, if they haven't
contacted you by now, they probably won't. And if you're not in the Illuminati, and you're still drinking
blood--you're in deep trouble.
As well as what I've just said, I would like to now speak to those who are in the Illuminati who have been
authorized to drink blood. If you are in the Illuminati, and you're still drinking blood, I'd encourage you to get
involved with one of the psychiatric programs to help blood drinkers quit. You'll feel better if you do.
Drinking blood doesn't make you powerful, it gives you the illusion of power. In truth, when you drink blood
you are powerless over your addiction. You reclaim your authentic power by recovering from your
addiction.
Now in conclusion I would say that some of you reading this may think that this is all a joke. I'm not
offended if you do. Send the link to this report to other skeptics and you all can laugh about it together.
However, I also know that there are some you others who do know that what I'm saying is real. Some of
you believers may feel offended that I'm encouraging recovery rather than a direct confrontation of the
blood drinkers. I know that there are some of you who would like to take vigilante action against the
Satanic blood drinkers. I understand your outrage. If I believed that direct confrontation would work, I would
be in favor of it. But right now the Illuminati control the governmental authorities and the news media.
Someday this won't be the case, but it is the way things are now. Therefore there is no legal mechanism to

take on the Illuminati members who drink human blood. But not all blood drinkers are in the Illuminati.
Local police sometimes do catch the non-Illuminati practitioners of blood drinking. Anything that anyone
can do to help the police catch violent criminals is good. However, for me, encouraging blood drinkers to
accept recovery is what I can do to lessen this tragic problem now. I've prayed to Christ about this issue,
and the Holy Spirit has guided me to speak to this issue in the way that I have now. And whether or not you
appreciate this fact, it was very difficult for me to share this information. But whatever you think of this, I'd
like you to spread the word about this report to anyone you can and thank you for reading it.

